
Inventor Jay the Welder says 
that the secret is in the  

DOUBLE VORTEX INFUSION 
which gives the most       
efficient contact time 

to the ingredients. 

When you master how to  
reformulate your recipes by 
reducing your ingredients 

and contact time,                     

The Spinbot 5000 will 
have your Brewmaster 
thinking outside the 

brew kettle and             
designing new beers 
that were formerly           

impossible to do on a             
larger scale . . . 

With a ROI that is often with your first use, The Spinbot 5000 is a complete game changer.               

The Spinbot 5000 4 barrel, 7 barrel, and 10 barrel models give you THE COLASSAL EDGE 
in getting your beers first to market — with the ability to dial in the profile of that                                     

awesome beer and reproduce it time and time again.  

A Master Welder since 1985,  
Jay Lesher has a stellar  

reputation and is a             
respected leader in the craft 

beer industry, known for 
brewing, building, repairing, 

designing, and inventing since 
1995. Jay was named one of 
the 26 top innovators in the 

brewery industry in              
All About Beer.    

 
Jay invented The Spinbot 
5000 in 2013. Currently  
working at the world-

renowned Cigar City Brewing 
Company in Tampa, Florida, 
many of Jay’s inventions are 

used on a daily basis.  
He also invited several        

brewery owners and engineers 
to experience The Spinbot 

5000 as it was in use,               
infusing wood spirals          

to an IPA.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All were in agreement 
that they were             

witnessing                      
the future of                         

Infusion Technology 
for the                                  

Craft Brewing Industry. 

Jay Lesher aka Jay the Welder, Inventor of The Spinbot 5000. 

 

The Spinbot 5000 has been 
used to hop back              

as well as dry hop . . .             
use it from the kettle 
to your bright tanks 
to barrel blending 
and much more. 

Much 
easier to 

clean 
and 

much 
safer 
than       

the old 
ecstatic infusion              

flavoring makes it a 
colossal timesaver.  

http://allaboutbeer.com/article/beer-innovators/
https://brewonamerica.com/jay-the-welder


And though we do not get involved in designing recipes, we can assist in showing how to get 

the most out of The Spinbot 5000 at your brewery. We understand with this new innovation, 

there may be a bell curve to learn and understand HOW the Spinbot 5000 works.                 

When The Spinbot 5000 finds a new home at your brewery, you’ll be able to refer to a SOP that 

Jay and other Spinbot owners have put together to help you bend that bell curve and get The 

Spinbot 5000 up and running.  

Watch this video on our website: Jay explains how your production time of flavoring is reduced 

with The Spinbot 5000.  

Still need more proof? We’re happy to connect with one of our satisfied Spinbot customers! 

 Choose a 4, 7, or 10 BBL - shipped in 2-3 weeks. 

 Available WORLDWIDE 

 FREE Virtual or Phone Consultation with Jay Lesher, 
Inventor of The Spinbot 5000, to discuss which size 
is best for your production needs. 

 Pay by check, bank transfer, or credit card.  

 We also have options for leasing and financing. 

 Prices include crates, but shipping costs are extra. 

Join other breweries throughout America and the world who have made the                
decision to bring the innovation of The Spinbot 5000 into their daily production. 

So bring your decision makers together and contact us to                                           
make your appointment directly with the Inventor, Jay Lesher. 

 

BrewOnAmerica.com 
BrewOnAmerica@gmail.com 

Text or Call Jay at (727) 742-3971 
 

 

Manufactured in the USA 
in St. Petersburg, FL at 

https://brewonamerica.com/the-spinbot-5000
https://brewonamerica.com/the-spinbot-5000
https://brewonamerica.com/jay-the-welder
https://brewonamerica.com/jay-the-welder
https://brewonamerica.com/
mailto:BrewOnAmerica@gmail.com

